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Quantum size effects in ultrathin epitaxial Mg films on Si„111…

L. Aballe, C. Rogero, and K. Horn
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Faradayweg 4-6, D-14195 Berlin, Germany

~Received 10 July 2001; published 12 March 2002!

Highly perfect ultrathin epitaxial Mg~0001! films can be grown on Si(111)737 by low-temperature depo-
sition and annealing, as demonstrated using angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy and low-energy elec-
tron diffraction. This is in contrast to films grown at room temperature, which present an interfacial silicide and
subsequent growth of a disordered Mg metallic film. The wave-vector-dependent electronic structure of the
well-ordered films is investigated in detail, as a function of overlayer thickness. The spectra exhibit a number
of thickness-dependent discrete peaks in the region of the magnesiumsp band for films up to 44 ML thick.
These are caused by electron confinement within the Mg overlayer and are identified as quantum-well states
derived from the magnesiumsp band. They are interpreted in terms of the phase-accumulation model which,
together with the Mg band structure, is found to account for all the main features in the spectra. An estimate
of the decay length of the Mg~0001! surface state wave function is obtained from its binding energy depen-
dence on film thickness. Sharp intensity changes at about 20 ML thickness point to a strain-driven thickness-
dependent structural transition at this coverage.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.125319 PACS number~s!: 73.20.At, 79.60.Dp
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum well phenomena resulting from the confinem
of electrons in thin metal films1–5 are not only interesting
from a fundamental point of view, but can result in macr
scopic effects as in the case of thickness-dependent os
tory coupling between two ferromagnetic layers separated
a nonmagnetic spacer.6 The increasing miniaturization in th
microelectronic and optoelectronic industry makes an und
standing of quantum-size effects crucial for the developm
of future devices with a ‘‘tailored’’ electronic response. Th
mechanisms governing the growth modes of thin epita
films are therefore of technological as well as basic inter
the structural properties of ultrathin metals can in many w
deviate from those of the bulk materials. On the one ha
structural quantum-size effects can occur due to the redu
dimensionality, and the presence of a supporting subst
can lead to further modifications, such as interface reacti
strain, or pseudomorphism. On the other hand, in an o
layer growth process away from thermodynamical equi
rium ~as necessary for growth to take place!, steering of the
kinetic parameters of the process can drastically influence
thin-film morphology, as will be demonstrated below.

Most studies of quantum well phenomena in thin me
films have so far concentrated on metal-on-me
systems,1,4,5 mostly involving noble metals. Thin metal film
on semiconductors, on the other hand, may be the basis
novel devices utilizing quantum-well states. This paper c
centrates on such a system: the widely used silicon is use
semiconducting substrate on which Mg films are grown.
analysis of the structure of the overlayer system Mg/Si~111!
is carried out, based on the strong influence that factors s
as thickness, crystallinity, interface sharpness, or surf
quality have on the electronic structure of thin metallic film
It is demonstrated that, under an appropriate choice
growth parameters, epitaxial films with an abrupt interfa
can be prepared also for a reactive system such as M
This permits the observation of quantum-well states for fil
0163-1829/2002/65~12!/125319~8!/$20.00 65 1253
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up to more than 40 ML thick, and an estimation of th
Mg~0001! surface state wave function decay length.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The measurements were carried out on the 1-m Se
Namioka monochromator beamline at the Berline
Elektronen-Speicherring-Gesellschaft fu¨r Synchrotron
Strahlung~BESSY! storage ring using a commercial angl
resolving electron spectrometer~ADES400 from VG! at a
base pressure of 7310211 mbar (<9310210 mbar during
Mg evaporation!. The angle-resolved photoelectron spec
were measured usingp-polarized light incident at 45° and
collected in the normal emission geometry, with an expe
mental resolution of.100 meV. High-purity ~99.999%!
magnesium was evaporated from a homemade water-co
Knudsen cell at rates of'1 Å/min. The substrates were cu
from a commercial Si~111! wafer, p-type doping (B), 0.5
V cm ~Virginia Semiconductors!. The sample was cleaned b
prolonged annealing at 600 °C followed by short flash
at 1200 °C by direct resistive heating, until it present
a sharp 737 low-energy electron diffraction~LEED!
pattern and well-defined surface states in the photoemis
spectra. Sample cooling was achieved via a liquid-nitrog
cold finger.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A growth series of Mg on Si(111)737 at room tempera-
ture is shown in Fig. 1. The spectra were recorded in nor
emission for increasing Mg coverage in steps of 2.4
(.0.9 ML). Upon magnesium deposition there is an inte
sity increase at the Fermi energyEF , until a Fermi edge is
fully developed. Other than that, the only recognizable f
ture is a peak atEb521.7 eV, which is reminiscent of the

Mg~0001! surface state atḠ ~see below!, but has a much
broader line shape. No LEED pattern was detected for roo
temperature deposited layers.
©2002 The American Physical Society19-1
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Magnesium is known to react rather strongly with
when deposited at room temperature, forming a silicide
top of the substrate.7–9 A layer of epitaxial Mg2Si is formed
up to a critical thickness, and upon further depositio
growth of a disordered Mg layer on top of the silicide
observed. The Fermi edge in the spectra of Fig. 1 is, th
fore, due to emission from the disordered metallic Mg lay
The silicide layer between the Mg film and the Si substr
acts as a barrier for mutual interdiffusion of Si and M
atoms.9 However, silicide formation also prevents the grow
of a crystalline metallic film.

Annealing of a Mg layer grown at room temperature
temperatures lower than 200 °C produces no changes in
spectra. Short annealing at 200 °C causes a partial desor
of the layer, with the Fermi edge almost completely ext
guished, but still no LEED pattern is observed. Only af
further annealing to higher temperatures the metallic
layer completely desorbs and a three-domain 331 pattern is
observed, coexisting with the 131 pattern from the silicon
substrate. The 331 pattern has been found previously aft
annealing very thin Mg/Si~111! films ~2–4 Å! prepared at
room temperature7 and upon Mg evaporation on Si(111)
37 at more elevated substrate temperatures (.200 °C),8,9

where no silicide formation or magnesium accumulation
curs. It has been assigned by Quinn and Jona to
submonolayer-induced surface reconstruction of the sili
surface, equal to the 331 phases produced by adsorption
Li, Na, or Ag on Si(111)737.10 Our data confirm that it is
not possible to create an ordered Mg film on Si~111! if the
metal deposition has been performed at room temperatu

In order to achieve the growth of an epitaxial Mg ove
layer, it is therefore important to reduce the reactivity a
interdiffusion of Mg and Siduring the initial stages of film
growth. The nucleation density for island growth is strong
influenced by deposition kinetics, among other things. H
rates of atom arrival on the surface and low diffusion leng

FIG. 1. Normal emission spectra of a room-temperature M
Si~111! deposition series. The spectra correspond to increasing
erage in intervals of 2.4 Å~equivalent to.0.9 ML Mg!.
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lead to higher nucleation density. Substrate temperature
fects both the diffusion lengths and the balance between
different diffusion barriers that may influence growth, pla
ing a decisive role in the growth and morphology of th
films. A higher nucleation density enhances the attempt
quency for step barrier crossing, giving rise to an enhan
interlayer mass transport and so favoring 2D growth. An
tempt to inhibit interface reaction can be made by lower
the substrate temperature to a regime where nevertheles
fusion of the impinging atoms is still possible, in order
avoid poor ordering in the adsorbate layers. Lo
temperature deposition and subsequent mild annealing
method that has been shown to work for several other me
on-semiconductor systems.11,12 Our data demonstrate tha
such a kinetic pathway leads to excellent epitaxial growth
Mg layers on Si~111!.

Normal emission spectra of a growth series of epitax
Mg films on Si(111)737 of up to 44 ML at a substrate
temperature of 120 K are shown in Fig. 2. Mg depositi
was done in the same steps of.0.9 ML as in the room-
temperature case. Striking differences between room-
low-temperature growth are clearly visible by compari
Figs. 1 and 2. The Fermi edge develops much earlier
growth at low temperature, and the appearance of

/
v-

FIG. 2. Low-temperature deposition series for Mg/Si~111!, re-
corded in normal emission. Again the spectra correspond to incr
ing coverage in intervals of.0.9 ML Mg. Inset: Band structure o
magnesium in the 0001 direction. The shaded region correspon
the energy range of the photoemission spectra.
9-2
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QUANTUM SIZE EFFECTS IN ULTRATHIN EPITAXIAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 125319
Mg~0001! surface state and of up to five quantum-well sta
can be followed. The surface state is the deep-lying p
markedS, which eventually reaches a fixed binding ener
value of 1.6560.02 eV with respect to the Fermi energ
This is the well-known Mg~0001! surface state, located i
the energy gap of the projected bulk band structure at

surface Brillouin zone centerḠ first reported by Karlsson
et al.13 Its development with film thickness will be discuss
below. The normal emission spectra of the low-temperat
growth series exhibit well-defined separate peaks in
quasifree-electronsp band region, in increasing numbe
with overlayer thickness.

These bulk-derived states result from electron confi
ment to the ultrathin film, and are well described within
simple model of a one-dimensional quantum well and
Mg band structure. The photoemission peaks correspon
the discrete set of the normal component of the elect
wave vectork' allowed for each thickness. This can b
readily understood within the phase-accumulation model:14,15

the metallic film is considered as a 1D potential well in t
direction normal to the surface, where the quasifree vale
electrons are confined between the vacuum and subst
Only thosek' values fulfilling the stationary state conditio

2kd1FB1FC52pn ~1!

are allowed. Heren is an integer, the film thickness isd
5Na (a is the interlayer distance,N is the number of atomic
layers! and FC and FB are the phase shifts at the meta
substrate interface and metal surface, respectively. The p
shift upon reflection at the surface barrier~image potential! is
well described by a semiempirical formula16 ~see below!.
The phase shift upon reflection at the metal/substrate in
face depends on the band structures of both materials an
in general, energy as well as wave-vector dependent.17

In many cases, even the simple phase-accumula
model is sufficient to extract substantial structural inform
tion from the photoemission spectra of thin films. A diffu
interface causes nonspecular reflection of the electron wa
and thus destroys their phase coherence. Variations in
number of atomic layers lead to a superposition of emiss
from states derived from layers of different thicknesses,
hibiting the observation of quantum-size effects in expe
ments such as ours, which average over regions
;1 mm2. Therefore, an abrupt interface and a narr
height distribution are crucial for the observation
quantum-well peaks in the spectra. The width and inten
of the photoemission features,18 as well as the dispersio
behavior, can in many cases be used to gauge film qual

In the raw data of Fig. 2 the appearance and shift of
surface state and of the discrete film states can be e
followed, they shift closer to each other and increase in nu
ber as the film thickness~quantum-well width! increases, as
expected from elementary quantum mechanics. The
quantum-well peak shifts gradually to higher binding ener
as expected, up to 1.13 eV. This is the highest binding ene
measured for states in the uppersp band branch, in agree
ment with theoretical calculations and the photoemiss
work on Mg single crystals of Karlssonet al.,13 which locate
12531
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the band edge of the uppersp band branch (G4
2) at Eb

51.1 eV. After reaching this point, the intensity of th
quantum-well peak almost vanishes, so that it is hardly d
tinguishable above the background noise, and the dee
quantum-well peak is detected atEb50.9 eV. From these
data it is obvious that there is a finite reflectivity at the Mg/
interface even in the absence of an energy gap. Discrete
states are detected not only in the region of the Scho
barrier, where the substrate presents an energy gap, but
at higher binding energy. In this energy range there e
electronic states in the substrate band structure to which
quasifree conduction electrons of Mg can partially coup
such that the confinement is somewhat less effective. Pa
confinement of electrons in the metal overlayer results
so-called quantum-wellresonances, which appear broade
and, in general, weaker than quantum-wellstatesin the pho-
toemission spectra. Here we use the generic term quan
well states for both types of states. In the absence of
energy gap, different symmetry of the states or wave-vec
dependent coupling can give rise to a finite reflectivity at
interface. Confinement behavior has been observed even
systems without any of these conditions, just due to a ste
the inner potential of the overlayer and substrate and a ‘‘tr
ping’’ of the photon field in the overlayer for wavelength
corresponding to its plasmon excitations.19 This effect is also
expected to play a role in the Mg/Si system, since our d
were recorded at a photon energy of 10 eV, very near
plasmon energy of Mg,\vp510.7 eV. The exact depen
dence of the photoemission spectra on the photon energy
an analysis of the energy and angle-resolved photoyield
the Mg films will be presented in a forthcoming publicatio

An approximate measurement of the deposition rate w
obtained from a quartz thickness monitor, and the real thi
ness for each coverage was then calculated from the spe
making use of our knowledge of the Mg band structure~see
inset of Fig. 2!. Since the upper branch of thesp band runs
through 1/4 of the Brillouin zone, a new quantum-well pe
will appear in the spectra at the Fermi energy for every fo
lattice constants or 8 ML of magnesium. A simple quantu
well peak counting gives thus a fast and reliable measu
ment of the average film thickness. The intensity at the Fe
edge shows clear oscillations as a function of coverage; e
time a quantum-well peak falls in the wave-vector and e
ergy range of the upper branch of the magnesiumsp band, a
new peak is visible in the spectrum, and there is a maxim
in the intensity atEF . The regular oscillations are indicativ
of a smooth layer-by-layer growth@see Fig. 3~a!#. Since the
deposition interval from start to the first maximum is th
same as the following intervals between the maxima,
existence of an extended reacted layer between the subs
and overlayer can be ruled out. The LEED patterns of
deposited Mg films of.15 ML and 44 ML are shown in
Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!, respectively. Both patterns are hexagon
and of high quality. The slight rotational disorder, whic
causes a somewhat elongated shape of the spots for the
ner film, seems to disappear upon further deposition, as
rounding of spots for the thicker film indicates.

A direct comparison of the experimental data~in a two-
dimensional representation of the intensity! with the pre-
9-3
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L. ABALLE, C. ROGERO, AND K. HORN PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 125319
dicted quantum-well energy positions is made in Fig. 4. T
theoretical positions have been calculated with the Mg b
band structure,20 within the phase-accumulation model@Eq.
~1!#. The phase shift at the surface barrier~image potential!
FB has been computed with the semiempirical formula16

FB5pA3.4 eV

EV2E
2p, ~2!

whereEV is the vacuum level. This model already gives ve
good agreement through most of the energy range stud
Small deviations from the predicted behavior are due to
contribution from the phase shift at the metal/semiconduc
interface, which has not been included in this first appro
mation. In particular, a deviation in quantum-well states
and 2 for binding energies higher than.0.7 eV could be
correlated with a strong change in reflectivity associated w
the end of the Schottky barrier and, therefore, the appear
of the valence-band maximum and states to which some
pling is possible. Actually, not only the valence band ma
mum but any substrate band edge has an influence on
phase shift at the interface.17 The very limited energy range
in which quantum-well states from the Mg overlayer coex

FIG. 3. ~a! Intensity at the Fermi level for the low-temperatu
Mg/Si~111! deposition series of Fig. 2. The photoemission intens
is normalized by dividing in each case by the photocurrent indu
by the synchrotron light at the exit mirror in the beamline.~b!, ~c!
LEED pattern at two different stages of the deposition process

FIG. 4. ~a! Intensity plot of the low-temperature Mg/Si~111!
deposition series of Fig. 2 and theoreticalkn evolution with
thickness~see text!. The spectra are scaled to a common aver
intensity.
12531
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with substrate bands prevents a systematic analysis of
an effect for the Mg/Si~111! system.

We can conclude that low-temperature Mg deposition
Si(111)737 favors the growth of epitaxial, two
dimensional, metallic Mg overlayers. The photoemiss
spectra of the overlayers are characterized by a set of disc
quantum-well peaks, derived from the Mgsp band due to
electron confinement. The quantized states shift to hig
binding energy and closer to each other with increas
thickness; a new state crosses the Fermi edge for every e
Mg monolayers. The presence of clear, regular, and nar
quantum-well peaks already in the spectra of the
deposited layers indicates that monocrystalline films of gr
homogeneity are created, and that, by reducing the subs
temperature, the interface reaction is inhibited or at le
strongly reduced. For the thickest films, the quantum-w
states are less than 300 meV apart, and have width
.100 meV only. This is at the limit of our experimenta
resolution and is in the range of the width measured
quantum-well states in atomically uniform Ag films.4 It is
remarkable that unannealed films of more than 40 ato
layers still have such a crystalline quality and low roughn
such that quantum-well peaks can be distinguished, in c
trast to room-temperature growth, which leads to a dis
dered layer of metallic Mg.

Not only the ‘‘bulk’’ electronic states of Mg are affecte
by the reduced film thickness, but also the Mg~0001! surface
state. Its wave function is not localized solely in the surfa
layer, but decays into the bulk, such that it is perturbed
thicknesses below a certain decay length, and its energ
shifted with respect to its position for bulk samples. The g
in which the surface state exists, at theG point ~see inset of
Fig. 2!, has a width of.0.57 eV~Ref. 20! where two free-
electron initial-state bands are split. The degree of locali
tion is characterized by a decay lengthl i sensitively related
to the boundary condition at the solid-vacuum interface a
the energy splitting of the surface state from the bulk co
tinuum. We can reduce the problem to one dimension
describe the surface state by a nearly free-electron w
function, which is physically reasonable and yet analytica21

The wave function of a surface state localized nearz50 for
a semi-infinite solid extending over the half-spacez<0 then
has the form

CS~z!5H Nez/l i cos~kBZboundz1d!, z,0

Ne2z/lo cos~d!, z.0,
~3!

wherekBZbound is the wave-vector at the volume Brillouin
zone boundary (G point in our case!, V152V0001.0 and
V052V000.0 with V000526.9 eV, the inner potential.N
is the normalization constant,d is the phase shift required fo
matching at the interface, andlo is the decay length outsid
the surface. The different parameters are defined as

d5cos21F kBZbound

A2m

\2
~V01V1!G , 0<d<p/2, ~4!
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1/l i5
V1

V01V1
A2m

\2
~V01V1!2kBZbound

2 , ~5!

lo5~V1 /V0!l i . ~6!

The function has the correct limiting behavior in that it d
cays exponentially into the vacuum and oscillates into
bulk, damped more strongly for a larger gap where the s
face state exists. Surface resonances, hence, have, in
ciple, an infinite decay length.

In Fig. 5 the energy position of the Mg~0001! surface state

at Ḡ is plotted versus layer thickness, in order to highlig
the upward shift in energy for layers thinner than the de
length of the state. We treat this effect as a perturbation in
crystal potential, caused by the presence of the subst
consisting in a potential step in the region z,2d, whered
is the Mg overlayer thickness. This is, of course, not the o
effect of the substrate and a detailed calculation should
into account the difference in the in-plane atomic struct
for both lattices as well as surface relaxation. In first-ord
perturbation theory, the shift in the surface state binding
ergy is given byDE(d)5^CSuDVuCS&. A fit to the experi-
mental energy positions with the resulting function is sho
in Fig. 5 together with the measured peak positions. T
results of the fit areEb(`)51.6560.02 eV for the binding
energy and a decay length ofl i511.660.4 Å , or 4.5
60.2 Mg interlayer spacings. The errors correspond to
least-squares fit for the decay length, and to the typical e
in the binding energy determination forEB(`). The only fit
parameters areE(`), l i , and a multiplicative constant. Th
resulting decay length is very similar to that obtained for
Au~111! surface state with a similar procedure.22 This value
should be taken only as an estimate, since the thinner
Si~111! layers very likely present structural modification
~see discussion below!, which could also contribute to th
surface-state shift. From the decay length, the energy s
ting of the surface state from the lower band gap edge~the
G3

1 point! can be obtained by means of23

dE5
\2l i

22

2m*
, ~7!

FIG. 5. Surface state energy position for low-temperature M
Si~111! deposition and exponential fit to the data.
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where m* is the effective mass associated with the low
bulk band. An effective mass of about 0.1me , as obtained
from the calculated band structure of Ref. 20, together w
the experimentall i value, givesdE5280 meV, in good
agreement with a position of the band edge at 1.7 eV bind

energy.13,24 The shift of the MgḠ surface state towardsEF
for the thinnest layers, and its evolution towards a satura
value for thicker films, can be followed visually in the spe
tra of Fig. 2.

There is a striking feature in the Mg surface state evo
tion with film thickness. The relative intensity of surfac
state to quantum-well peaks, which initially monotonica
increases, goes successively through a maximum~at
;19 ML) and a minimum ~at ;25 ML). In fact, at
;25 ML, the surface-state intensity passes a minimum a
in absolute terms. The corresponding spectra are comp
on the right-hand side of Fig. 6. On the left-hand side, sp
tra from 13 ML and 35 ML films are also shown, represe
tative of the Mg films below and above the critical covera
region. The line shape of the surface state peak also un
goes considerable changes in this coverage region; it is
rower and highly symmetric at the relative intensity ma
mum ~19 ML! and highly asymmetric at the minimum~25
ML !. The asymmetry is given by a high binding ener
shoulder due to, at least in part, emission from the low
branch of thespband, and therefore also of ‘‘bulk’’ origin, a
are the quantum-well states. Beyond this thickness, the w
and intensity of the surface state peak increase again. A s
peak appears atEb.4.1 eV, which persists up to the thick
est overlayers investigated. These sharp changes coul
due to a structural transition. One possibility is that the fi
few magnesium monolayers grow in an fcc-like manner, a
that after a critical thickness the more stable hcp configu
tion sets in, or, even more likely, that the first few laye
grow in an~in-plane! coincidence lattice with the silicon sub
strate, but after a critical thickness, a strain-driven structu
transition to a relaxed Mg lattice with ideal bulk spacin
takes place. A lattice relaxation in such a narrow thickn
range is likely to imply a surface with a significantly high
dislocation density than the surfaces of layers with hig
and lower thickness, thus causing a ‘‘temporar

/ FIG. 6. Normal emission spectra of as-deposited Mg/Si(111
37 films of 13, 19, 25, and 35 ML, representative of the differe
regimes observed~see text!.
9-5
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L. ABALLE, C. ROGERO, AND K. HORN PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 125319
surface state depletion. In the Mg/Si~111! system, the devia-
tion from a 5:6 relation in the in-plane lattice constan
@~111! for Si and ~0001! for Mg# is only 0.4%, so that a
coincidence lattice could be reached with only a slight M
lattice contraction. A contraction of the Mg lattice during th
first few monolayers has also been observed in the growt
epitaxial magnesium islands on H-terminated Si~111!.25 A
modified lattice during the initial growth stages might
substrate stabilized. This would involve a substrate-meta
teraction strong enough to force a Mg lattice structure diff
ent from its equilibrium one. The LEED pattern for a 44 M
Mg/Si~111! film @see Fig. 3~c!# shows a clear sixfold sym
metry, while for thinner films we cannot clearly distinguis
between a sixfold and a threefold symmetry pattern. M
detailed structural and electronic structure investigations
necessary to confirm the existence of a structural transit
and to elucidate its nature.

Once a magnesium overlayer has been deposited a
duced temperature, it remains stable upon annealing to r
temperature and above, in contrast to the films grown
rectly at room temperature. Spectra corresponding to the
deposited overlayer as well as at several stages of the an
ing series of a 27.5 ML thick film are shown in Fig. 7. A
first, short anneals to temperatures below 100 °C do
cause any major change of the electronic features. Ab
;100 °C, several changes take place. The surface state
gains intensity, its line shape becomes highly asymme
and shifts slightly from21.67 eV at low temperature to
21.61 eV just before desorption. The quantum-well pe
become somewhat more intense and shift towards the F
energy, such that they correspond to a slightly lower thi
ness in the phase-accumulation picture.

Finally, in the spectra of the annealed layer, emiss
from a couple of quantum-well states at higher binding
ergy than the surface state, derived from the lower branc
thespband, is also visible. The fact that these quantum-w

FIG. 7. Normal emission spectra from a 27.5-M
Mg/Si(111)737 film. The film was deposited at 120 K and a
nealed for 3–5 minutes at increasing temperatures up to the br
ing up into islands and ultimately complete magnesium desorpt
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states are detected only after annealing is likely to be du
an improved crystallinity in the Mg layer, or it could b
related to changes in the interface~electronic! structure. It is
in fact likely that the structure of the Mg/Si interface chang
upon annealing, giving rise to different boundary conditio
for the reflection of electron waves, and therefore modifyi
the condition for the existence of quantum-well states. Mo
fied reflection properties at the interface can cause not o
shifts of the quantum-well peaks, but also line shape a
background shape modifications.17 The formation of a sili-
cide at the interface would certainly modify its electron
structure and could give rise to a more effective confinem
of electron waves derived from the lowersp branch, as well
as to the energy shift of the quantum-well peaks in the up
branch. Annealing to;200°C results in island formation an
the consequent overall shift of the spectrum by 170 meV
higher kinetic energies due to surface photovoltage,26 since
the metal is not ‘‘grounded’’ any more by a conductive pa
having a semiconductor as substrate. The sample was ke
low temperature during measurements, so that the elect
hole recombination rate is low and surface photovoltage
readily observed. A (131) hexagonal LEED pattern wa
observed from deposition up to the formation of islands, a
after desorption of the layer, three domains of a (331) re-
construction were visible in the diffraction pattern, just
that found after desorption of a film grown at room tempe
ture ~see above!. After the onset of magnesium desorptio
the intensity at the Fermi edge vanishes, the spectrum
general, being very similar to that after desorption of a th
film deposited at room temperature.

The spectra of a 14.7 ML Mg film during annealing, vi
ible in Fig. 8, show qualitatively the same behavior: Slig
line shape changes and energy shifts for moderate anne
temperatures, followed by island formation and the con
quent overall shift of the spectrum to higher kinetic energ
due to surface photovoltage, and finally desorption of

k-
n.

FIG. 8. Normal emission spectra of a 14.7-ML Mg/Si(111)
37 film. The film was deposited at 120 K and annealed first
room temperature within 2 h and then to increasing temperatures
a few minutes.
9-6
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metallic layer. In this case, already at room temperature th
are shifts of the quantum-well peaks towardsEF , and a pro-
nounced asymmetry of the surface state line shape ca
detected with the naked eye already after annealing to 50
The increasing asymmetry of the surface state goes a
with the appearance of quantum-well states at its high b
ing energy side, just as in the previous case. The quant
well peaks below the surface state are very pronounced in
spectra of Fig. 8 corresponding to annealing temperature
150 °C. The surface state position of the as-deposited
layer is 1.76 eV, at.100 meV higher binding energy tha
the ‘‘equilibrium’’ position of 1.65 eV, which is reached fo
thicker films. After annealing to room temperature within
h, the equilibrium position is reached.

The shift of the surface state upon annealing could
strain related. Calculations11 have shown that small lattic
variations~in the range of 1%! lead to shifts in the bulk band
edges that can cause surface state energy shifts in the r
of 100 meV. Such a shift would favor the picture of a coi
cidence lattice with the substrate for the thinner films at l
temperature, which can be lifted by annealing to room te
perature, or which is relaxed also at low temperature afte
critical thickness is reached~see above!.

Upon further annealing, at the onset of island formation
further shift to lower binding energy~1.60 eV! takes place,
just as for the 27.5 ML thick film. Clustering into island
involves a major mass rearrangement, so that it canno
ruled out that the second shift is also caused by strain. A
the formation of small islands would lead to energy shifts
the surface state due to lateral localization of its wa
function.27–29 After annealing to 200 °C for a few minutes
surface photovoltage induces a 200-meV shift of the Fe
edge. This is again indicative of island formation. Also ex
spots appear in the LEED pattern at this stage, and str
line shape changes in the background of the spectra oc
The surface state and quantum-well peaks are still visi
but seem to be superimposed on a strong background.
background has the shape of the spectrum correspondin
the situation after desorption of the metal~upper most spec
trum!, which could correspond to a combination of an int
face silicide with parts of the 331 reconstruction.

In general, we find that thinner films break up at low
annealing temperatures. The thinnest films studied~3 ML
Mg! break into islands already below room temperatu
while a 44 ML layer remains stable upon annealing
;200 °C. There is another important piece of informati
ys

tt.
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that can be extracted from Fig. 8: the influence of the ti
factor. Comparing the spectrum of the Mg film annealed
5 min to 150 °C with that annealed for 15 min~or those
annealed for 3 min or 18 min to 200 °C), it can be conclud
that once a certain temperature is reached, changes con
taking place on a time scale of~at least! minutes. Recently, a
novel thin-film growth mechanism has been proposed,30 in
which the electronic contribution to the total film energy
responsible for the existence of ‘‘magical’’ or critical height
and some experimental evidence has been gathered in
sense.31–33 Within our experimental resolution, we have n
found evidence of the existence of preferred film thicknes
in the system Mg/Si~111!. Keeping in mind that the ability of
photoemission for morphology analysis is limited, we ha
to conclude from our data that in the growth of Mg on S
kinetic and interface effects are dominating over the m
subtle electronic contribution to film energy.

Mild annealing of the Mg films grown at low temperatu
thus slightly increases their quality and allows for relaxati
of the strain present in the thinner layers. For each overla
thickness there is a critical temperature~increasing with in-
creasing film height! above which clustering and eventual
desorption take place. Since the critical temperature is ab
room temperature for any thickness above a couple of mo
layers, epitaxial Mg/Si~111! films stable at room temperatur
can be obtained for a wide range of thicknesses.

IV. SUMMARY

We have shown that the growth of two-dimension
monocrystalline films of Mg with~0001! orientation on
Si~111! with an abrupt and homogeneous interface is p
sible by depositing the metal at low temperature. The shif
the Mg~0001! surface state for the thinnest layers permits
estimation of its decay length. The occurrence of quantu
well states for a wide range of thicknesses and their app
priate description by a simple phase-accumulation mo
permit the investigation of the structural properties of t
films, their evolution with film thickness, and the chang
upon annealing.
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